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ABSTRACT 
In the context of a new 3D-ob’ect recognition s stem, currently under 
development at the Universit otToionto, the probyem of location estima- 
tion (position and orientation7 of a circular-marker feature is a major one. 
In this paper, a closed-form analytical solution to the circular-feature prob- 
lem is presented. Compared to rcvious solution methods, it has the fol- 
lowin advantages: (1) It is magematically simpler, (2)  It rovides solu- 
tions for the case in which there does not exist a non knowgd e concem- 
ing the radius of a marker; (3) It can be extend% and appliedgto gcncral 
quadratic surfaces; and (4) From a geometrical point of view, the solution 
method is clearer. The developed method was applied to a set of circles 
located on a calibration plate, whose locations were known with respcct to 
a reference frame. The camera was calibrated prior to the application of 
the method. Furthermore, since various distortion factors had to be com- 
pcnsated in order to obtain accurate estimates of the parameters of the 
imaged circle - an ellipse - with respect to the camera s image frame, a 
sequential compensation procedure was a plied to the input grey-level 
image. The experimental results obtained sgow the validity of the method 
developed. 
1. Introduction 

In a proposed method for the recognition of re marked 3D ob‘ccts 
using circular markers, one of the first problems tog, solved was sudace- 
normal estimation of a circular marker feature [I] .  Initially, a method 
based purely on geometrical reasoning was developed (21. Later, in the 
process of experimentation, this method was found not to be gcncral but to 
provided acceptable solutions only for a set of specific camera-markcr 
configurations. Motivated by this experimental result to initiate a more 
in-depth study of the geometrical pro rties of ellipses and their pers cc 
live rojections, it was found that our %-geometrical representation opthi 
K b r e m  was indeed not general, but represents a set of special cases. 

us, we attempted to expand the same approach (that of geometrical rca- 
soning) to solve the general case. Though we were able to solve art of 
the roblem, it was found to be very difficult to solve $e total probLm b 
appgin only geometncal reasoning. Thus, it was decided to use the f u i  
force op3D analytical geometry in the solution. Thereby a method has 
been developed to solve the problem in its general form. 

This problem, the estimation of location of a circular markcr 
(feature), can be classified as a special case of a more general problem 
which, in the machine-vision literature, is referred to as feature-based-3D- 
location estimation of objects in a scene. The main body of literature deal- 
ing with this eneral problem is concerned with developing mathematical 
methods for tfe estimation of an object’s location based on point fcaturcs. 
Estimation of the object’s location based on line features has also bccn 
studied, but to a lesser cxtcnt. As well, for quadratic curves, a gcncral 
method has been developed [ 2 ] ;  this method is iterative and requires an 
initial estimation. For a circular feature, rcpresenting in particular a spc- 
cial case of quadratic-curved features, an iterative method has bccn 
developed [4]. Closed-form solutions for circular features have also been 
dcvelo d based on linear algebra [SI and vector algebra [ 6 ] ;  but, these 
me thog  are mathematically complex and, being bascd on linear algcbra 
(and vector algebra), do not provide a geometncal representation of the 
problem, nor a geometrical interpretation of the resulting solutions. 

Recently, a closed-form mathcmatical solution, based on 3-D analyt- 
ical geometry of circular and s herical features, has been ublishcd [7] .  
This solution method has sevcr$advantayes: it is a closed-Form solution; 
it gives only the nccessa number of so utions (with no redundant solu- 
tions); it uses simple mazematics involving 3D-analytic geometry; and, 
finally, it is geometrically intuitive. 

In this pa r, we present another mathcmatical solution to the circu- 
lar feature proKem bascd on 3D-anal tic geometry. It provides all the 
above-mentioned advantages compareJ to all previous methods. But, as 

well, it has the following advantages: (1) It is, mathematically, still 
simpler; (2)  It provides solutions for the case in which there does not exist 
a-pnori knowled e concerning the radius of the marker; (3) It can be 
extended and a hed to eneral quadratic surfaces due to its more gcncral 
formulation ; 8 The soTution method is clearer from a geometrical point 
of view. 
2. Analytical Formulation of the Problem and an  Iterative Solution 
2.1 Problem statement 

Given the effective focal length of a camera, and the five basic 
parameters of an ellipse in the image-coordinate frame (the perspective 
pejection of a circular marker in 3D object space onto a 2D image space), 
it is required to estimate the circular-marker’s surface normal with respect 
to the camera frame. 

This problem is e uivalent to the following one: Given the equation 
of the base of a cone an% its vertex with respect to a reference frame, deter- 
mine the orientation of a plane (with respect to the same reference frame) 
which intersects the cone and generates a circular curve. 

At first, an attempt was made to find a solution based on purely 
ymet r ica l  reasoning. It was found that this was a very difficult task. 

ubsequently, an attempt was made to find a solution by applying 3D 
analytical geometry. It was found that solving the problem in its gcncral 
form would lead to a set of two highly nonlinear equations, the solutions 
of which would need nonlinear optimization (implying an iterative pro- 
cess). Furthermore, this process would produce at least eight sets of solu- 
tions, though there exist, at most, two acceptable sets of solutions. 
Throu h further analysis, a set of transformations were developcd that 
simplify the solution of the problem and provide analytically the only 
acceptable sets of solutions. 
2.2 The equation of a cone with a given curve as  its base 

The first step in the proposed general solution is to find the e uation 
of the cone whose vertex is the point (a, p,y) and whose base is dejned as 
(in our case, an ellipse): 

F ( x , y )  I a’x2 + 2h’xy + b’y2 + 2g’x + 2 f y  + d’ = 0 

This problem is schematically shown in Fi ure 1 for a = 0, fl= 0, and 
y= -e, where e is the effective focal length ofthe camera. 

It has been proven that the equation of the cone can be expressed as 
181: 

z = 0 .  (1) 

+ F ( x , ~ ) =  0 .  (2)  
c I 

In this equation, r is an auxiliary variable by which F(x,y)  is made homo- 
geneous (F(a ,p , t ) ) .  The term r (3Fl3r) is calculated by first taking the 
derivative of the homogeneous equation with respect to r and then cquat- 
ing t to unity. The general form of the equation of a cone that is dcnvcd 
using the above equation is as follows: 

ax2 + b y 2  + cz2 + 2 b z  + 2gzx + 2hxy 
+ 2wr + 2vy -+ 2wz + d = 0 .  (3) 

2.3 Circular section of a cone 
It can be proven that all parallel lanar sections of a conicoid arc 

similar and similarly situated conics. &us, an intersection lane can be 
defined by lx + my + nz = 0. Thercforc, the problem offinding thc 
coefficients of the equation of a ”circular-section” plane can be exprcsscd 
mathematically as: findin I ,  m, and n such that the intersection of thc 
fo~owing surfaces is a circfc: 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the problem for a circular feature. 

x’- - 1  0 0 - (U11 +vml + w n I ) / h l -  -x- 
y’ 0 1 0 -(ul2+vm2 +wnZ)& y 

1 0 0 0  1 1 

- z’ - 0 0 1 +vmg +wn3)/h3 Z ‘ (21) 

ax2 + by2 + cz2 + 2fyz + 2gzx + 

lx + my + tu = 0 ,  
2hxy + ~ U X  + 2vy + 2wz + d = 0 (4) 

(5) 
l m n  

where 1’ + m2 + n2 = 1. Havin found the coefficients of the equation of 
the plane, the surface-norma8 direction numbers (l’,m‘,n‘) can be 
estimated by: 

1’ - m’ n’ ‘ 
Now, in order to find the equation of the intersection curve of the above 
two surfaces (4). the following rotational transformation can be used: 

-x l  

y -  
z - 
1 

- 1 1  12 13 0- - 1  0 0 -(U11 +vml + w n i ) / h i -  -x- 
m l  m2 m3 0 0 1 0 - ( u l 2 + v m 2 + w n ~ ) / h ~  Y 
n l  n2 n3 o o o 1 - ( u / j + v m g + w n 3 ) / ~ 3  z .(22) 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0  1 1 

This transformationh defined such that the new z-axii (i.e., z ’ )  would be 
normal to the plane lx + my + nz = 0. In this case the uation of the 
intersecting plane with respect to the new frame is z’ = 0. %us the equa- 
tion of the intersection curve with respect to the new frame would be: 

[ am2 + b12 - 2hlm ] x” + [ a12n2 + bm2n2 + c(12 + m2)2 + 
2hlmn2 - 2g1n(12 + m 2 )  - 2fmn(12 + m 2 )  ] yt2 + [ 2almn - 
2blmn - 2h12n + 2hm2n - 2gm(12 + m 2 )  + 21f(12 + m 2 )  ] x’y’ + 
2 [ -  um4PTz + vl 4GF I X I  + 
2 [ -  u / n W  - vmn @G7 + w ( ~  + m2)3R I y’ + 
(1’ + m2)d = 0 .  (7) 

Note that if z’ = constant # 0, then the values for coefficients of x’, y’ and 
the constant term would change. 

It can be proven that the necessa and sufficient conditions for 
which a general quadratic equation of the %m 

(8) 
represents a circle would be, 

A = C ,  B = O .  (9) 
Thus, for equation (7). the following two conditions must exist: 

( a - b ) l m n + f ( 1 2 + m 2 ) 1 - g ( 1 2 + m 2 ) m - h 1 2 n + h m 2 n  = 0 (10) 

am2 + b12 - 2hlm = a12n2 + bm2n2 + c(12 +m2)’ - 

Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0 

2f(12 +m2)mn -2g(12 + m 2 )  In +2hlmn2 
qonsi+ring,these two equations (10) together with the third equation 
1 + m  + n  = 1, three nonliiear equations with three unknowns 
1, m, and n would be obtained. From the first equation of ( l o ) ,  n can be 
expressed in term of .the other two unknowns, based on which, two non- 
linear e uations (of hgher degree) with two unknowns I ,  and m would be 
obtain2: 
am2 + b12 - 2hlm = c(lz +m2)’ + 

Variables 1 and m are of degree eight in the first equation and of degree six 
in the second quation. To solve these two nonlinear equations, (iterative) 
nonlinear optimization techniques can be used. It is apparent that this is 
not an efficient way to solve this problem. Furthermore, the prqblem of 
acceptable solutions would remain, since analytically,, these equanons can 
have up to eight sets of solutions. though intuitively it is known that there 
exist at most two physical solution sets. 

In the followin section, an alternative method is presented, by 
which an analytical s8ution is p s i b l e .  This method is based on a reduc- 
tion of the general equation of comcoids. 
3. An Analytical Solution of the Problem 
3.1 Reduction of the general equation of conicoids 

of conicoids, of the following form [9]: 
In this section, a method is presented to reduce the general equation 

a x 2  4- by2 + cz2 i 2fyz + 2gzx + 2kry + 

11x2 + k Y 2  + h3 2 2  = p . 

2ux + 2vy + 2wz + d = 0 (13) 
to a more compact form of 

(14) 
In essence, this reduction is based on a transformation consisting first of a 
rotation and then a translation of the xyz-frame. 
3.1.1 Rotational transformation 

Let the rotational transformation be defined as, 
rxi r 1 1  12 13 01 rx’ i  

i I  
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Figure 2. The central form of a cone: an slllptlcal right cone. 

= 1  X2  Y2 

(k -I2 + (k -)2 
3.2 Circular section of a central cone 

In this section, the problem that was presented in.section 2 would be 
solved analytically, this time by considering the equation of a cone in its 
central form. Thus, it is re uired to find the coefficients of the equation of 
a plane (with respect to thekz - f r ame)  

such that its intersection with a central cone (let the first two coefficients 
be positive and the third one be negative) 

would be a circle. 
A plying the rotational transformation ( 6 ) ,  the equation of the plane 

would k of the form Z’=p  and thus the equation of the central cone 
would be of the following form: 

l X + m Y + n Z = p  (24) 

(25) a’X2 + b‘Y2 + c’Z2 = 0 

- 

I“;-- 
2a’lmn 2b’lmn x,yt + [..-.-mi - 

p 2  [ all2 + b’m2 + c’n2 ] = 0 .  (26) 

To produce a circular curve of intersection, the following conditions must 
be satisfied (applying (9)): 

= 0  (27) 
lmn 

1’ + m 2  
2(a’ - b’) - 

(a’& +b’12) = a‘12n2 + b”2n2 + ~ ‘ ( 1 2  + m 2 ) .  (28) 
l 2  + m 2  l 2 + m 2  l 2 + m 2  

Knowing that 1‘ + m 2  # 0, (28) is simplified as, 

In=*+=- b’ - C‘ 

I = O .  I The above solutions must be checked to determine whether they are 
acceptable ones. If it is assumed that the principal axis of the central cone 
is the 2’-axis, then: 

which leads to the following inequalities: 

Based on these inequalities, one can checkj the splutions. The solutions for 
n are acceptable since the expression is positive. For m, the 
solutions would be acceptable if b’ > a . 

If it is assumed that b’ > a’, then there exist four solutions to the 
problem. But these are four symmetrical solutions with respect to the ori- 
gin of X’Y’Z’-fme and consequently represent only two unique solu- 
tions. If one takes the solutions on the positlve section of 2’-axis, then the 
two solutions would be: 

a’ > 0, b’ > 0, c’ < 0, (31) 

a’ - c’ > 0, b’ - c’ > 0. (32) 

b,‘ - c’ ’ 

In=++=- b’ - C’ 

(33) 

1 = o .  I 
Case 01): m = 0 

derived, whch would be acceptable only if a’ > b’: 
r 

Following the same arguments for case (I), two solutions can be 

(34) 

c’ -a’  ‘=f&q 
b’ - c ‘  

However for the solutions of 1 to be acceptable, one must have b’ c a ‘ ;  
and for the solutions of m to be acceptable, on the other hand, one must 
have b’ > a’. Thus, it can be claimed that acceptable solutions does not 
exist for this case. 
Case(1V): a’ = b‘ 

ses a constraint on the cocfficients 
of the equation of a central cone. In t r s  case, the equation of the central 
cone represents a right circular cone (which im lies that the central surface 
normal of the circular feature passes througi the origin of the camera 
frame), and thus, an plane Z‘ = p intersects it and generates a circular 
intersection curve. &us, there exists only one solution : 

This is a special case, since it im 

{::lo 
1 = 0 .  

(35) 

(a’[’ + b’m2)n2 + C’(L2 + m2)2 = a’m2 + b’12 . (29) This solution can also be deriveb directly from equations (27), (29), and 
(30). Furthermore, the general relationship bctween coefficients exists: 

l 2 + m 2 + n 2 = 1 .  In conclusion one can state that, encrally, there exist two unique 
solutions to the p&blem. Under speciaf conditions, these two solutions 
reduce to a unique solution. The direction cosines of the surface normal of 
the circular feature can be estimated usin relation (5). once the 
coefficients of the equation of the desired plane fave been estimated. 
3 3  The computation procedure for surface-normal estimation 

sists of the following steps: 

Thus, there exist three equations (27.29, and 30) and three 
and n. 

Case (I): 1 = 0 

derived: 

{y! 
Considering equation (27). four possible cases exist. 

Based on equations (271, (29). and (30h the following solutions arc The computation pmccdure for the proposed analytical con- 

1. Derivation o the general equation of the cone: One can derive the 
equation o f  the cone and thus estimate the coefficients 
a, b,  c, f, g, h, U, v, w, and d ,  based on the knowledge of the cqua- 
tion of an ellipse in the ima e coordinate frame and fie effective 
focal length of the camera, antby applying equation (2). 



Reduction o the equation of the cone: One can determine the 
coefficients li, b, and S in e uation (23), by Vlving the discrim- 
inating cubic equation (18). L e s e  are determined such that the 
coefficients of X and Y would.be sitive. Using (19). one can esti- 
mate the elements of the rotatlonrtransforatlon matnx, and using 
(21), one can estimate the elements of the translational transformation 
matrix. Thus, the general transformation matrix (22) can be obtained. 
Estimution of the coefficients of the equation of the desired plane: 
Having estimated the coefficients of the central cone in part 2 (Ai in 
(23) or u’,b’ v d  c’ in ( 2 9 ,  three possible cases occur: (1) 
U‘ < b‘, for which the soluhons would be (39;  (2)  U’ > b’, for 
which the solutions would be (34); and U’ = b , for which the solu- 
tions would be (35). 
Estimation of the direction cosines of the suface norma[ with respect 
U, the cutneru frame: Since only the onentation of the circular 
marker’s surface normal is needed one must only consider the rota- 
tional transformation involved in’this method. Thus, if T I  is the 
transformatlon between pe x’ ’2’-frame and the xyz-frame, then the 
coefficients of the equatlon oythe desired plane. with respect to the 

z-frame can be estimated by applying the rotahonal transformation x .  Following which, the direction cosines of the surface normal are 
estimated using relation (5). 

4. Estimation of the Position of a Circular Feature 
The position of a circle is defined by its center coordinates, 

( ~ ~ , y ~ . ~ ~ ) ,  with respect to the xyz camera frame. Depending on whether 
the radius of the circle is known or it is not, two different methods can be 
applied. 
4.1 Case (I): Radius is known 

Based on the knowledge of the orientation of a circle and its radius, 
one can solve the position roblem as follows. The problem is simplified 
by first solvin it in the X’f’Z’-frame and then applying the total transfor- 
mation, T = $TIT2T3 where 

Rotation > x’y’z’ ~ > x y z ,  
Rotation> xn Translation X‘Y’Z‘ ___ 

T3 T2 TI 
to estimate the position with respect to the camera frame (xyz). This is 
possible only because the length of a radius is invariant with respect to the 
rotational and translational transformations of a frame. 

The desired plane of intersection is defined as Z‘ = p with respect to 
the X’Y’Z’-frame. The elements of the transformation (6) are already 
known (the cqefficients of the equation of.the desired plane I ,  m, n are 
known). Thus if one defines the transformation as 

(36) 
13 m3 n3 

(a‘l: + b’l; + c’l;)  X”+ (a”: + b’m; + c’m;) Y’*+ 

2(u’llml +b’lzm2 +c’l3ms)X’Y’+2p(u’lln1 + b’12n2 +c’l3n3)X’+ 

2p(a‘mlnl+ b‘mzn2 + c’m3n3) Y‘+p2(u’n: +b’n;  +c’n:)=O. (37) 
As it was noted earligr, the cpefficient of the X’Y’-term must be zero and 
the coefficients of X‘ and Y’ must be equal. Now, if 

A = (u‘l: + b‘l: + c’ f ; )  

B = (a‘llnl + b’12n2 + c’13n3) 

C = (u’mlnl  + b ’ m ~ n 2  + c’m3n3) 

D = (a‘n: + b’n: + c’n;) 
then the equation of the circle would become (in its standard form): 

2 2  2 2  
(X‘ + @!)2 + (y’ + = % + - fi, (38) 

A A A2 A’ A 
However, the radius ( r )  is known, and therefore one can estimate the 

(39) 
A r  

As it can be seen, there exist two solutions, one negative and one positive: 
one on the positive z-axis and one on the negative z-axis. Since only the 
positive one is acceptable in our case (bein located in front of the cam- 
era), the coordinates of the center of the circke with respect to the x’Y’z’- 
frame are: 

value of the parameterp from the following equation: 

p = f  
4~~ + c2 - AD 

A r  z:, = f 
J B ~  + c2 - A D  

Note that the sign of the coordinate Z. must be selected such that the coor- 
dinate zo in the xyz-frame would be positive. 

To estimate the coordinates of the circle’s center with respect to the 
xyz-frame (the camera frame), one must apply the following transforma- 
tion: 

L J  
4.2 Case (II): Radius is not known 

In order to solve this problem, one has to use the information from 
two separate images of a circle. As was discussed earlier, there exist two 
solutions for the orientation (norm) of a circle. Thus, one must have two 
images of the same circle (acquired at two distinct, but known positions) 
in order to determine the unique and acceptable orientation of a circle. One 
can use the same two images for positlon determination of the circle. 
However, the question is ”how to move the camera from position (1) to 
position (2)?“ in order to be able to solve this problem. In order to sim- 
lify the roblem, it is roposed to move the camera only along its z-axs 

h u s ,  onfy the z-coo&nate of the circle’s center would change (with 
respect to the camera frame). Let the initial and final coordinates of the 
center with respect to the camera frame be: 

r r 

Note that the value of h is known (since the len of the displacement of 
the camera is under control). Knowing the coegients  of the equation of 
the plane of a circle with res ct to the camera frame, ( I ,  m, n), one can 
estimate the transformation ( r a s :  

(43) 

This transformation is valid for both camera positions, since the orienta- 
tion of the camera does not change during relocation. Thus, one can 
derive: 

zoI = 13x21 + m3y:l + n3zzI 
(44) 

r02 = 1 3 X b ;  + m3y:z + n3z22 . 

n3(zb; - &‘I)= h . (45) 

of (42), the third equation of (42) 

Now, if one defines both and 2:2 in terms of r (the unknown radius of 
a circle), then one can solve (45) and find r; as a result of which the prob- 
lem reduces to a problem of the first case. 

Let the equation of the first cone corresponding to the first camera 
position be 

U ~ X :  + bly:  + C ~ Z :  + 2fiyl~i + 2giz ix i  + 2hix iy i  + 
2 ~ 1 x 1  + 2viyi + 2wiz i  + d i  = 0. 

Applying the transformation (43) io the above equation the equation of a 
circle with res ct to the x;‘y;’z; -frame (the camera frame in its initial 
position) woulrbe obtained. As it was shown earlier, in the derived equa- 
tion, the coefficients of X” and y” are equal, and the coefficient of the 
x”y”-term is equal to zero. Thus, if 

A I  G ui l :  + b i l l  + ~ 1 1 ;  + 2fi1213 + 2gi1113 + 2hili12 
B 1  E a l l l n l  + bl12n2 + cl13n3 + fl12n3 + f l l3n2 + 

C1 = u l l l  + vi12 + w1l3 
D1 t u l m l n l  + blm2nz+ c lm3n3 + f l m z n 3  + flm3n2 + 

E l  = ulml + vim2 + w l m g  
F ,  = 2(ulnl + vln2 + w l n 3 ) ,  

g113n1 + g1n311+ h111nz  + h i b i  

g1m3n1 + g l m i n s  + h i m ~ n z + h i m z n i  

(46) 
then the equation of the circle becomes (in its standard form): 

From equation (47)., one can get the radius of a circle in terms of 
Y : ~ ,  and t:l are assigned as the coordinates of the center): 



Let, 

from which one can estimate z: l :  

(50) 
- B ;  f 4B;’ - 4 A ;  (C; + D;?) 

Z‘dI = 
2 A; 

A similar equation can be derived for zL2: 

(51) 
- S i  f dBi2 -4A; (C;  +D;r2) 

2 A; 
z:2 = 

Using (50) and (51). equation (45) becomes: 

-Bi(*) 4Bi2  - 4A;(C; +D;rZ) 

U ;  ] = h . (52) -B;(*)dB;’ - 4 A ; ( C ;  +D;r’) 
2A ; 

Equation (52).  after several rearrangements and simplifications, is reduccd 
to the following general form: 

(53) 
Thus, the value of r can be estimated from the following equation: 

n3 1 
A”’ r 4  + B”’ r 2  + C”’ - - 0. 

(54) 
c J 

Based on physical conditions, there must be only one acceptable solution. 
Such ph sical conditions are manifested in the following constraints: the 
acceptabye value of r has to be real and sitive; r must yield positivc 
values for 2: I and z; (equations (50) anfl51)); and zb2 must be grcater 
than The above Bur constraints on the maximum four solutions of r 
are sufkcient for determining the unique acceptable solution. Having 
estimated r,  z’dI can be calculated using (50). Furthermore, from (47) onc 
can estimate the other two coordinates of the center: 

BlZg1 + C i  

A I  

A1 

(55) DlZrl  + E l  
Yo1 = - 

These are the center coordinates with respect to the x”y”z”-framc. 
Applying the transformation (43). one can get the center Coordinates with 
respect to the xyz-frame (the camera frame). 
5. Application of the Developed Method to 3D Quadratic Surfaces 

There exist two possible ways to extend the developed mathcmatical 
method to other surfaces or features. On the one hand, the problcm can bc 
defined as: given a quadratic surface (ellipsoid, paraboloid, hyperboloid, 
and cylindroid), find the orientation of the plane that intersects the givcn 
surface and generates a circular curve. I t  can be shown that applyin?, thc 
general transformation (22). and followin the same procedure onnu dted 
in section 3, a set of unique solutions can k obtaincd for each of thc abovc 
surfaces. However, since this problem and its solution are not a plicablc to 
the 3D-object recognition method under dcvelopment, thougf! othcrwise 
having mathematical merit, the details of the solution are not prcscntcd 
here. 

On the other hand, the problem can be defined as: given a 3D featurc 
(as o posed to a 2D planar feature that was addressed in the reccding sec- 
tionsy, find its location with res ct to the camera frame. &e of thc 3D 
features that might be used in 3I!?model-based vision is a spherical fcaturc 
[7 ] .  Thus, the problem can be defined more specifically as: givcn thc 
radius of a sphere, its pers ctive projection, and the effective focal Icn th 
of a camera, determine itsgcation with respect to the camera framc. Tkis 
problem is schematically shown in Figure 3. 

Lct 
F(x,y,z) = ay2 + by2 + c z 2  + 2fyz + 2gzx + 

2hry +2ux +2vy + 2wz + d  = 0 .  (56) 
be the cquation of a quadratic surface. Furthermore, let the equations of 
the straight lines through a r n t  P (a, P,y), whose direction-ratios arc 
1 I ,m 1 ,n 1  and are tangent to e above quadratic surface, be 

(57) 
1 1  m l  n l  

These tangent lines enerate a cone that envelopes the quadratic surracc. It 
has been proven [gfthat the equation of such an enveloping surfacc (an 
enveloping cone) is: 

x--cL - Y-P = z-y, 

2D Image Plane 

An Image of a 

; :  

/ w a m e r a  ‘\ Frame 

_ _  I 2 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the problem for a spherical feature. 

4 F(a,P,y) F(x,y,z) = 

For the s cial case under consideration, a sphere, the general cqua- 
tion of the SUA is defined (with respect to the camera frame) as follows: 

(59) 
Furthermore, the coordinates of the point P (as the on in of the camera 
frame) with res ct to the camera frame would be (O,O,O?. Then, the cqua- 
tion of the envecping cone (with respect to the camera frame) becomcs: 

~ (x ,y , z )  (x-x,,)’ + (Y-Y,,)’ + (Z-Z,)~ - r 2  = 0 .  

[-x,x - y,y - z,z + (x: + y% + 23 - r 2 ]  ’. (60) 
Now, if the camera f&e is rotated such that the new z’-ixis asses 
throu h the cevter of the sphere, then the s here’s center, coor&nates 
woulcf be (0 0 z ), and the equanon of the enveroping cone with respect to 
the new x’y’z’-frame would be (note that zi>r): 

This is the equation of a cone‘ in its <central form. Thus, the abovc- 
mentioned rotation of the camera frame is the same as the rotational 
transformation (15). Furthermore, two of the three coefficients in equation 
(61) are equal, which corresponds to case IV in section 3.2. As was noted 
earlier, this case results in a right circular cone; That is, the principal axis 
of the cone is pe ndicular to its circular base. From a geometrical point 
of view, this congsion was expected. 

Thus, the analytical solution for the problem would be as follows: 
1. Given the effective focal length and the parameters of the crspcc- 

tive rojection of a spherical feature - an ellipse - with respect to x c  &m- 
era {ame (the xyz-frame), the equation of a cone can be obtaincd using 
equation (2). 

2. Applying the rotational transformation (15), the equation of thc 
cone in its central form (17) is obtained with respect to the rotatcd frame 
(the x’y’z’-frame). 

3. Normalizing the first two coefficients of equation (17) to 1, and 
equatinfi the third coefficients of equations (17) and (61). the unknown 
value z, is derived: 

 he positive solution, being in front of the camera, is the unique acccpt- 
able solution for the Z; coordinate. Thus, the center coordinatcs with 
respect to the rotated frame would be (0 .0,~: ) .  

4. The 3D coordinates of the center of the spherical feature with 
rcspcct to the camera frame is determined by applying the rotational 
transformation (15) to the estimated 3D coordinates in step 3. 
6. Experimental Results 

Accurate estimation of the 3D-location of a circular feature from an 
input grey-level image requires a general analytical solution mcthod, as 
well as other processes to compensate for various types of distortion. In a 
real process. as opposed to a simulated process, vanous sources of noise 
affcct the input image and thus distort it. The experimental results in this 
section report the total process of accurate estimalion of the 3D-location or 
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a circular feature, which in part, involves the general 3D-analytical- 
solution method derived in this paper (without using any simplifying 
assumptions). 

The details of the various steps required for this purpose, which have 
already been addressed in other published papers, are not presented here. 
However, a brief review of these steps is presented below: 

(1) Camera calibration: The camera is calibrated by a plying the 
mono-view non-coplanar points technique [IO], as a result oPwhich, the 
3D locabon of the camera frame with respect to a pre-defined world frame 
of reference is estimated. Furthermore, the effective focal len 
camera, the radial distortion factor of the camera's lens, and 2 
tainty scale factor for the x-axis (due to the timin mismatches whjch 
occur between image-acquisition hardware a n t  camera scanning 
hardware) are also obmned. 

(2) Sub-pixel edge detection: After an image of a circular feature is 
acquired, a new sub-pixel edge detector is applied [ 1 I]. This edge o rator 
is based on the sample-moment- reservmg uar!sform (S& and 
assumes a circular-arc geometry for $e boundary inside the detechng area. 
The result of the edge detector is a set of sub-pixel edge-points data. The 
sub-pixel edge detector compensates for quantization e m r  and estimates 
the boundary of a circular feature more reliably. 

ormation: Computer-image coordinates are 
expressed in terms of pi%units. To define the edge-points in terms of 
absolute length units (in mm), and also. to com Fate. for timin 
mismatches, a set of transformahons are applied [lo]. &s is implementeg 
by using the uncertainty factor estimated in ste (J) and some technical 
specifications of the camera's CCD chip and the ggtizer board. 

(4) Lens-radial-distortion compensation: The estimated lens-radial- 
distortion factor in step (1) is applied to all edge-points to compensate for 
the lens radial distortion [lo]. 

(5)  Elliptical-s~e-pnrameters estimation: An interpolation tech- 
nique based on the ophmization of an e m r  function is applied to accu- 
rately estimate the five basic parameters of an ellipse - the perspective pro- 
jection of a circle onto the image plane [12]. 

(6) Circular-feuture 3D-orientation estimation: Using the estimated 
effective focal length in step (1) and the estimated values for the five basic 
parameters of an elli e in step (5). and applying the analytical method 
developed in section h the orientation of the circular feature with respect 
to the camera frame is estimated. 

(7) Circular-feature 3D-position estimation: Using the estimated 
orientabon of a circular feature in ste (6) and its known radius, and ap ly 
ing the analytical method d e v e l o d i n  section 4, the 3D position o?the 
feature is estimated with respect to the camera frame. Ap lying the 
transformation from the camera frame to the world frame ofreference, 
obtained in ste (l), to the estimated 3D position of the circle yields the 
3D position w i g  respect to the world-reference frame. 

m s s ,  six CO- lanar circles 
arran ed into two columns on the !eft a n i  right sides of $e plane were 
used.%e plane of the circles, in an inclined onentation with res ct to the 
camera image plane, was positioned such that the circles coveref ie  entire 
field of view. These conditions rovided $e most general camera- 
circular-feature confi rahon. Fudermore, in order to obtam a sharp 
image of all circles, & plane was located within the approximated exist- 
ing depth of field of the camera [13]. 

The ap lication of the above seven-step rocedure to the six coplanar 
circles, resuled in two sets of data, t abulad in  Tables 1 and 2. Through 
camera calibration the orientation an les of the normal to the circles' 
lane was estimateh. These are r e f e d t o  as "Reference Angles" in Table !. The estimated orientation angles of each circle's norm are also 

presented in this table. Note that since the circles were coplanar, the,y 
must have the same orientation angles. The avera e orientation angle,is 
defined as the mean value of orientation angles ofthe six circles, while 
the average deviation is defined as the absolute value of the difference 
between a reference angle and an average angle. The average deviations 
for the three orientation. angles were determined as, 0.80, 0.34, and 0.41 
degree r e y t i v e l y .  As it can be seen, the results show a small amount of 
error whic indicates good performance of the total process. 

presented. The coordinates, estimated with respect to the w o r f ? z E i g  
rame, are iven under the column "Estimated'. The. exact 3D coordinates 

of the c i r c k '  centers are know? a p n m  and are given in Table 2 under 
the column "Reference". The differences between the reference and the 
estimated coordinaIes of all the circles are calculated, and the means of 
these values are given under "Average Deviat!ons" The results can be 
better ap reciated when the size of the field of view (275 mm by 200 mm) 
and the &used distance (864 mm) are taken into considerahon. The 1.28 
mm average e m r  for the depth eshmahon in an approximately 864 mm 

(3) Coordinate tr. 

For experimentation on the total 

In Table 2, the results of the position-estimation 

Table 1. Estimated orientation angles of the surface llonnals of a set of circular features. 

N&: a.B, y uetbe loglea which Ibesmf.scwmul ofacirelemakes with Ibe x. y, z ULI of lbc 
C" h e  rupaive ly .  

L 

Table 2. Estimated positions of a set of circular features. 

focused distance is less than 1.5 parts in loo0 avera e accuracy. As a 
whole both sets of results show the validity of the t o d  rocess involved 
in the' 3D-location estimation $ genera!, and. the appscability of the 
analytical method developed in thls paper m part~cular. 
Conclusions 

Accurate 3D-location estimation of a circular marker feature is a 
major problem to be solved for the 3D-object-recogmhon method under 
development at the Umversjty of Toronto. In this paper, the problem of 
orientation estimation of a circular feature was address4 first. An analyti- 
cal formulation of the problem and an iterative soluhon, based on 3D 
analytical geometry, were presented. Subsequently, a closed-form analyti- 
cal solution was derived by reducing the general equation of a cone to its 
central form, in order to develop a more efficient method.. For position 
estimation of a Circular feature, two closed-form soluhon methods 
comspondmg to two possible cases, whether +e radius of a feature is 
known or it is not, were denved. Gene@ extension.of the method to qua- 
dratic surfaces was addressed and a umque ~ a l p c a l  solution for a 3D 
spherical feature was obtained. In order to venfy the develo method, it 
was applied to set of circular features. The camera w.as caligted prior to 
the application of the method. Also, in order to obtam accurate esnmates 
of the parameters of the ima ed circle - an ellipse - a sequential compen- 
sation procedure was a l i d  to the input grey-level image. The expen- 
mental results obtained %ow the validity of the method developed. 
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